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The Mookt themselves are divided into four classes,—those
who have attained to ' sameepya,' or residence in the habita-
tion of the divinity , ' sanniddhya,' or access to his presence ,
' saroopya,' or equality with, and ' sayoojya,' or absolute
incorporation in, the Supreme The Mookt of the first three
classes are no longer subject to transmigration, no longer
amenable to the punishment of their sins, nor desirous of sen-
sual pleasures as the reward of their virtue they are, hence-
forth, incapable of sin It is said, however, that they still
retain some remnant of ' uhunkar,' and that egotistic pude
exposes them sometimes to the curse of the Supreme, which
they expiate by residence for a limited term upon earth
The Vedantee believes that the soul of the Mookt is incor-
porate with Pur-Brumh , the Shaivite, or Vaishnavite, that it
dwells in Kyelas or in Vyekoonth*
the functions usually regarded as ' psychic' being due to the mechanical
processes of the internal organs themselves evolved out of inanimate
matter Invested with its subtle frame, which accompanies it through
the cycle of transmigration, the soul, for the sake of fruition, connects
itself ever anew with Nature, thus as it were creating for itself ever new
forms of material existence, and it is only on his attaining perfect
knowledge, whereby the ever changing modea of intelligence cease to
be reflected on him, that the Put uaka is liberated from the miseries of
Samsara and continues to exist in a state of absolute unconsciousness
and detachment from matter' J Eggehng in Ency Bnt, llth ed ,
xxiv, 178 ]
1 There are eighteen Poorans, of which ten are Shaivite and eight
Vaishnavite, their doctrines are, of course, not always consistent with
each other The followers of Shiva regard Vishnoo as merely the first
of his servants, and the votaries of Vishnoo similarly regard Shiva.
The "Hindoo sects may, for popular purposes, be reduced to these two,
for the Vedantees have no great hold on the public mind, and the followers
of the Shuktees, or female associates of the two great members of the
triad, fall under the head of the disciples of either one or other of these,
Both sects, it wouldseem, believe in Swerga, in Kyelas, and in Vyekoonth,
but the Shaivite regards Vyekoonth, and the Vaishnavite regards
Kyelas as merely a second Swerga Each sect believes that the heaven
of their opponents passes away with Indra'a paradise at the Muha
Prtday, but that their own heaven is not so much destroyed as re created
—Kyelas merging into Muha Kyelas and Vyekoonth being elevated
into Go Lok
The Hindoos, we may here remark, do not discompose themselves
at the names of God or UUah, because they consider these expressions
synonymous with Purumeshwur—the Supreme JBeong, that is to say,

